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	So you’re thinking about getting a Pom? Maybe you know you

	want one but you’re wondering how to find a good one. Or just

	maybe you’re already a proud Pom parent and want to find out

	more about sharing your life with your puffy pal. Whatever your

	reasons, you’re off to a great start by discovering more about one

	of dogdom’s cutest breeds.





	Have you heard the saying that small dogs are just big dogs in little

	bodies? That’s certainly true with Poms — the heart of a lion and

	the looks of a miniature lion. That fun little package has a lot of

	good stuff packed into it, and I wrote this book the same way —

	lots of stuff in a fun little package. I hope you’ll have fun (and learn

	a lot) exploring both.

	It’s easy to see why you fell in love with the idea of adopting a Pomeranian. Distinguished by its vivacity, intelligence, extroversion, and fierce loyalty to its family, this tiny canine can make an excellent companion…for the right person. As with any breed, or dogs in general for that matter, it’s important for you to know what to expect when you take a Pom into your life.


	Whether you’re a new or an aspiring Pom owner, Pomeranians For Dummies fills you in on everything you need to know to find, choose, raise, care for, and have a ball with a member of that outstanding breed of dog. From finding your canine soul mate to breeding Pomeranians for show or companionship, award-winning dog author and renowned dog psychologist, Dr. Caroline Coile covers all the bases, including how to:

	
		Decide whether the Pom is right for you
	
		Find a good Pom breeder
	
		Select the perfect Pom for you
	
		Make sense of your Pom’s behavior
	
		Train your Pom
	
		Keep your Pom happy, healthy and well-groomed
	
		Know what common health problems to look for
	
		Take your Pom on the road



	Illustrated with dozens of heart-melting photos of Poms in-action, Pomeranians For Dummies helps you to guarantee that you and your little buddy have a long, happy life together.
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Historical Information Science: An Emerging UnidisciplineInformation Today, 2002
It suggests that trends in information retrieval, research, and teaching using modern information technology point toward a unidisciplinary field, Historical Information Science, which potentially can grow out of older quantification and Social Science history, the interplay between History and Information Science, and new methodologies and...
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C++ for Java ProgrammersPearson Education, 2003

	Written for the moderately experienced Java programmer, this book builds on readers¿ existing knowledge of object-oriented programming and covers all important aspects of Standard C++—emphasizing more lower-level C-style details later in the presentation.   Chapter topics include philosophy of C++, simplest C++, pointers...
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Introduction to Chemical Engineering ComputingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Step-by-step instructions enable chemical engineers to master key software programs and solve complex problems


	Today, both students and professionals in chemical engineering must solve increasingly complex problems dealing with refineries, fuel cells, microreactors, and pharmaceutical plants, to name a few. With this book as...
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Pragmatic Unit Testing in C# with NUnit, 2nd EditionPragmatic Bookshelf, 2007
The NIST estimates that poor testing costs the US economy $60 billion annually. This book gives teams straightforward and proven ways to introduce unit testing into their process, resulting in higher quality and fewer bugs.
 All over the world, software teams are using unit testing both to verify their code and as a way of helping them design...
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Core and Metro NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	It is commonly accepted today that optical fiber communications have revolutionized telecommunications. Indeed, dramatic changes have been induced in the way we interact with our relatives, friends, and colleagues: we retrieve information, we entertain and educate ourselves, we buy and sell, we organize our activities, and so on, in a long...
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Michael Abrash's Graphics Programming Black Book (Special Edition)Coriolis Group Books, 1997
Michael Abrash's Graphics Programming Black Book is a collection of the author's previous books on assembly language and graphics programming, as well as past columns for Dr. Dobb's magazine. Though much of the book (such as 8088/286/386 assembly language optimization and VGA graphics programming) is out-of-date by now, the reader can see...
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